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Exclusive Rock Bolt Placement Machine 
that Realized Full Mechanization of Drilling, 
Mortar Injection, and Rock Bolt Insertion

High-Fluidity Concrete with Low 
Cement Content “Neuro-Crete 
Neo®”

■ Summary

KAJIMA CORPORATION developed an Exclusive Rock Bolt 
Placement Machine that conducts drilling, mortar injection, and 
rock bolt insertion continuously by one boom. This machine 
was built on a generic wheel loader with one boom for rock bolt 
placement only, two booms with baskets, and a guidance system 
that shows the drill position and placement angle. This machine 
reduces the task of rock bolt loading at high places, which is 
laborious work, as well as reducing the dangerous work at the 
tunnel face. 

■ Structure of the Rock Bolt Placement Boom
The boom for rock bolt placement has a guide cell for drilling, 
a guide cell for mortar injection, and a guide cell for rock bolt 
insertion. The three guide cells move concentrically.  
Once the machine is set, the process from drilling to rock bolt 
insertion can be done without moving the boom. A maximum of 
nine rock bolts can be loaded on the rock bolt holder in one supply.

■ Guidance System using Relative Coordinates
By allowing the guide cell for drilling to conduct a three-point 
pickup of the position of the already placed rock bolt, the guide 
cell can lead the operator to the drilling position and placement 
angle of the next rock bolt. With this system, the operator does not 
have to measure the absolute coordinate of the machine. As only 
relative coordinates necessary for determining the drill position and 
placement angle, time to finish the process became shorter with 
only the cabin operator necessary for the work.

Japan is facing a serious shortage of construction workers. 
In order to improve the productivity of tunnel lining, the 
use of high-fluidity concrete which requires no compaction is 
effective.
However, in conventional high-fluidity concrete, separation 
of materials needs to be prevented by drastic increase in the 
unit cement quantity which induces increased material cost 
and risk of thermal crack.
Therefore, we developed Neuro-Crete Neo®, the high-fluidity 
concrete with low cement content. Using a newly developed 
special thickening agent, it keeps high fluidity and self-
compacting property while the cement quantity is equivalent 
to the concrete used for general tunnel lining. The features of 
Neuro-Crete Neo® are as follows;
(1) The high-fluidity and self-compacting property are 

ensured, while the cement quantity remains equivalent 
to the conventional lining concrete.

(2) The amount of the special thickening agent used is as 
small as about 60 g/㎥ , and it can be put into the mixer 
simultaneously with other materials during the concrete 
manufacturing with no special equipment or facility 
needed.

(3) The quality after curing is equivalent to the conventional 
lining concrete of equal water-cement ratio.

(4) High-quality tunnel lining is possible without compaction.
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Fig.1  Position of Neuro-Crete Neo®

Photo 1  Special thickening agent (left) and Neuro-Crete Neo® 
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Fig.1 Composition of the Rock 
Bolt Placement Boom

Fig.2 Rock Bolt Placement 
Machine

Fig.3 Structure of Guidance System Fig.4  Guidance Screen 
inside Cabin
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